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there are five different types of games you can play. as you may expect, there
are two types of games: consoles and games made for the nintendo 3ds. the
difference between the two is that 3ds games are not only designed to run on
the 3ds console, but also on the ds and other platforms. in case you wish to
play nintendo 3ds games on other platforms, you may also download their
emulator for android and ios. the "nintendo 3ds" section of the settings will be
shown, which can be selected. the graphics settings will allow you to adjust
everything from the resolution to the fps. the "game settings" will allow you to
configure the controls and settings for each game. the "registry settings" will
allow you to adjust the game's configuration. you can use the emulator with
your phone and play games directly. you can then transfer all your saves and
other files to a sd card. this method is also safe, as the files are saved on the
sd card rather than in the emulator's internal memory. but there is a great
alternative if you want to play games on your android smartphone. it's called
epsxe. its a full playstation emulator with a built-in web browser, messages,
and an address book. you can play games and watch videos on epsxe on your
android smartphone. there are emulators for other platforms, too. the
playstation emulator is the most popular. now theres some really good news.
epsxe has a feature called the memory card mode. this lets you play ps1
games directly on your smartphone. you can use the memory card mode even
if you dont have a memory card. if you do, the emulator will save all your
progress to the card. this is a great feature, and is one of the best things about
epsxe.
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bin files are simply "bit maps" for the game. they can be downloaded from the
internet for free from various sites, but i personally prefer to use psx-retroarch.
it's a great way to get better-looking graphics. the various psx bios files can be
downloaded from there. it's worth pointing out here that the various psx bios
files are just that. they are not "psx bios files". they are "bin files". they are

just file extensions that are used by psx emulators (e.g. pcsx rearmed).
retroarch is an open-source nintendo gamecube, nintendo wii, nintendo game
boy advance, game boy advance sp and nintendo ds emulator based on the

libretro api. it supports over 40 different systems. retroarch aims to be a
generic, cross-system emulator, and is not intended to just be a gamecube

emulator. it supports native multithreading and uses the most recent version
of the retroarch core. it supports both sdl and opengl, and can run your games

without any graphical glitches. retroarch supports multiple core and thread
configurations, using obs for audio. retroarch is a complete graphical frontend

for retroarch, which in turn is an open source port of nintendo's classic
gamecube/wii/gameboy advance/gba/gameboy advance sp emulator, mgba.
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retroarch was first released on december 8, 2009. since retroarch is open-
source, any person is free to take the source code and modify it to their liking.

so, you can do that with their official github site. in the latest version of
retroarch (0.9.3), there is a bug that is causing the emulator to crash when it is

used in fullscreen mode. if you are using retroarch 0.3 and you are
experiencing fullscreen mode crashing, then please switch to 0.2 (the latest

release) and it should work fine. 5ec8ef588b
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